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Substitution offer
You don’t have the same level subscribed on a PIR on both sides of the border and
the unbundled capacity that you need isn’t available for sale?
The substitution offer is perfect for you!

More flexibility: a solution to the “capacity mismatch issue”
CAM Network Cod commands to maximize bundled capacities which are
marketed. But sometimes, unbundled firm capacity isn’t available for sale
on the other side of the French border.
When there is a capacity mismatch issue between both sides of a border,
the capacity you subscribed on the French side cannot be used entirely.
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A brief description of the substitution
Thanks to the substitution offer, you can substitute the bundled
capacity you have purchased during annual, quarterly or monthly
auctions with the unbundled capacity you previously subscribed.
The substitution applies to all CAM points: Taisnières B, Virtualys,
Obergailbach (Entry) on annual, quarterly and monthly time steps.

How to proceed?
1. Auction: You take part in the auction on a PIR and you subscribe bundled
capacity.
2. Request: Within 5 working days, you ask the substitution on this PIR to GRTgaz
(email template appended to the transmission contract) over the new capacity
period. The capacity you substitute mustn’t exceed the level of unbundled capacity
in portfolio on this point and the level of capacity you subscribed during the auction.
3. Confirmation: After checking these elements, GRTgaz confirms you the
substitution by email: the unbundled capacity in your portfolio is substituted with
the new one and becomes bundled. GRTgaz markets the amount of subsituted
capacity.
4. Invoicing: The substitution offer is free: you only pay the auction premium when it
is required. If the new capacity maturity is lower than the short term multiplier, you
don’t pay any extra.
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